Abstract. We show that the Conjecture of Harbourne and Huneke, I (Nr−(N−1)) ⊂ M (r−1)(N−1) I r holds for ideals of generic (simple) points in P 3 . As a result, for such ideals we prove the following bounds, which can be recognized as generalizations of Chudnovsky bounds: α(I (3m−k) ) ≥ mα(I) + 2m − k, for any m ≥ 1 and k = 0, 1, 2. Moreover, we obtain lower bounds for the Waldshmidt constant for such ideals.
Introduction
Let K be a field of chracteristic zero, let for all r ≥ 1.
In the paper we show that Conjecture 2 holds for any number of generic points in P 3 . Proof. The proof of the theorem will be divided into six separated cases, depending on the number of points n and r. Proposition 14 deals with n ≥ 512, r ≥ 3, Proposition 15 with 5 ≤ n ≤ 511, r ≥ 3, Proposition 16 with n ≥ 65, r = 2, Proposition 17 with 7 ≤ n ≤ 64, r = 2, Lemma 18 with n = 5, 6, r = 2, and Proposition 21 with n ≤ 4 and arbitrary r. The case r = 1 is trivial.
Theorem 3. Let

For a homogeneous ideal
and α(I) = min{t ≥ 0 :
Remark 4. Chudnovsky [Chud 81] conjectured that for an ideal of points in P 3 the following bound holds:
This bound follows from the containment I (3r) ⊂ M 2r I r (see ), which has been proved in [Dum 11] for ideals of simple points in general position. Moreover, this containment obviously gives
Observe that the containment I (3r−k) ⊂ M 2r−k I r gives the following bound for α(I (3r−k) ), which can be treated as the generalization of the Chudnovsky Conjecture and fits perfectly with (1):
Observe also that the containment I (3r−3) ⊂ M 2r−3 I r does not hold for r = 1 (in fact we must define M −1 in this case), so we focus on the case 
Then the following holds: Define γ(N, n) = γ(I), where I is the ideal of n simple points in general position in P N . The conjectural value for γ(N, n) is N √ n for n big enough. Anyway, we always have the inequality γ(N, n) ≤ N √ n (see [DHST 12] ). Therefore, for n big, we are interested in lower bounds for γ(N, n). Since we deal with the case N = 3 we will write γ(n) = γ(3, n). As a by-product we will show the following γ(n) ≥ 0.7787 3 √ n + 0.6142, for n ≥ 512. 
Proof. The proof involves using standard birational transformation for P 3 , and some combinatorial arguments to deal with the case of negative multiplicities. The full proof can be found in [Dum 11] (see Proposition 8 there).
The above operation on ideal and degree will be called "Cremona operation". Since we can permute multiplicities, Cremona operation can be performed on any four of them. In such situations, we will indicate on which multiplicities (or on which points) it is performed. Proof. Let I(0) = I(m 1 , . . . , m r ) t , define inductively I(n) to be the ideal obtained from I(n − 1) by performing Cremona on multiplicities number 1, 2, 3, 4 and again Cremona on multiplicities number 5, 6, 7, 8. Let T (n) be the degree of I(n), let S 1 (n) be the sum of first four multiplicities in I(n), let S 2 (n) be the sum of the next four multiplicities. Denote also
New degree is equal to 3T (n − 1) − S 1 (n − 1), and new sum of first four multiplicities is equal to 8T (n − 1) − 3S 1 (n − 1). Performing another Cremona on other four multiplicities gives recurrence relations for T (n), S 1 (n) and S 2 (n):
We claim that
Indeed, it is easy to observe that these polynomials evaluated at 0 give t, s 1 , s 2 resp., and (using any computer algebra system) that they satisfy recurrence relations (2), (3) and (4). Since T (n) = (8t − 2s 1 − 2s 2 )n 2 + lower terms and 8t − 2s 1 − 2s 2 > 0 by assumption we get that T (n) can take arbitrarily large values for n ≫ 0. Proof. For simplicity we change the notation and assume that I 0 = I(0, 0 ×3 , 0 ×3 , 0 ×3 ) 1 , while I(n) comes from I(n − 1) by six Cremona operations -based on points number 1,2,3,4, then 1,5,6,7, then 1,8,9,10, then (again) 1,2,3,4, then 1,5,6,7, then 1,8,9,10. We claim that
The straightforward inductive proof of this fact is left to the reader. 
Proof. We will consider each case separately. We note here that for n ≤ 8 we have γ(n) = b(n). Moreover, for n ≤ 8 this equality can be derived from much more general procedure of computing α(I (m) ) for an ideal I of at most 8 general points in P 3 and any m ≥ 1 (see ).
• n = 1, 2, 3 is clear.
• n = 4. Let I be the ideal of 4 points in general position.
3 by Proposition 5.
• n = 5. Similarly, let I be the ideal of 5 points in general position.
We make the following Cremona transformations
to show that this ideal is the zero ideal.
• n = 7. Consider I((15m) ×7 ) 28m−1 . Again we make Cremona transformation. 
• n = 8. Consider I(m ×8 ) 2m−1 . Observe that each Cremona on I(1 ×8 ) 2 gives the same ideal. Hence we are only interested in free part I(0 ×8 ) −1 . By Proposition 7 the ideal I(0 ×8 ) 1 can be transformed into an ideal with sufficiently large degree (greater than m), hence I(m ×8 ) 2m−1 can be transformed into I(. . . ) <0 , which completes the proof of this case.
4
• n = 12. Consider I((57m)
By Proposition 9 it suffices to show that I(95m, (57m)
Now perform the same sequence on the free part I(0 ×8 ) −1 . Observe that I(0 ×8 ) 1 is non-zero, so after any sequence of Cremona it will give a non-zero ideal, hence with positive degree (degree equal 0 is excluded, since dim K I 0 ≤ 0 but dim K I(0 ×8 ) 1 > 0; we must know that Cremona preserves also the dimension over K, but it is immediate by adding simple points). Therefore free part will have negative degree, which completes the proof.
• n = 14. Consider I((3m) ×14 ) 7m−1 . It suffices to show that I(5m, (3m) ×9 ) 7m−1 = 0. Observe that Cremona based on multiplicities 5, 3, 3, 3 applied to I(5, 3 ×9 ) 7 gives exactly the same ideal, since k = 2 · 7 − 5 − 3 · 3 = 0. Thus everything relies on the free part I(0 ×10 ) −1 , which can have arbitrarily low degree according to Proposition 8. We use Proposition 7 (for multiplicities m 2 , . . . , m 9 ) to complete the proof.
• n = 17. Consider I((2m) ×17 ) 5m−1 . It suffices to show that I(4m, (2m) ×9 ) 5m−1 = 0. As in the case n = 14, only the free part will change during Cremona. But this free part can achieve arbitrarily low degree according to Proposition 8.
• n = 21. The same sequence on I(0 ×10 +6  9  2  2  2  2  6  6  6  6  0  0  +6  15 2  2  2  2  12 12  6  6  6  6  +6  21 2  2  2  2  12 12 12 12 12  12 +24  45 26 26 26  2  36 12 12 12 12  12 Now we proceed as in the case n = 21.
Proposition 11.
We have the following inequalities:
, for nonnegative integers a and k.
Proof. The first inequality is obvious. The second follows from the fact that γ(8b) ≥ 2γ(b) and induction. To prove the last inequality, observe that I(m ×8 ) 2m−1 = 0 (since γ(8) ≥ 2). Using Proposition 9 exactly b times, we know that if I((2m) ×b ) t = 0 then I(m ×8b ) t = 0. This, together with Proposition 5, leads to the following inequalities
Diving both sides by m and passing to the limit completes the proof. We should also observe that the equality γ(8 k ) = 2 k follows directly from [Evain 05 ].
From the above proposition we easily derive the following lower bound for γ(n):
Unfortunately, this bound is not sufficient to show containment we need. But we can find better bounds.
Proposition 12. Define
If n ≥ 512 then γ(n) ≥ δ(n) ≥ 0.7787
Proof. First observe that n ∈ [8 k , 8 k+1 ) for some k ≥ 3. We will consider several cases, depending on the position of n in the interval [8
Indeed, this is true for k = 3 and thus for any k ≥ 3, since the right hand side of the inequality decreases when k increases. By Proposition 11
Multiplying both sides of (5) by 2 k we get exactly
Since δ(n) is increasing with respect to n, we complete the proof in this case. The rest of the proof will go exactly along the same lines.
Now we use Proposition 10 to bound γ(12):
We will use Proposition 10 in all further cases.
•
• for some t such that I is generated in degrees t and less, then
Taking t = s − 1, using (7) we have
which proves I (3r−2) ⊂ M 2r−2 I r . Now observe that (by taking derivative)
and hence α(I (3r−1) ) ≥ α(I (3r−2) ) + 1 ≥ rt + 2r − 1, which gives I (3r−1) ⊂ M 2r−1 I r . Observe also that (7) follows from (6) by Proposition 5. Proof. Take s satisfying
Define, as before,
By Proposition 12 we know that γ(I) = γ(n) ≥ δ(n). By a straightforward computation we can show that for r ≥ 3
From the inequality s(s − 1)(s − 2) ≥ (s − 1.1) 3 , which holds for s ≥ 5, we obtain (since 6n > s(s − 1)(s − 2) by (8))
We conclude by Proposition 13.
Proposition 15. Let I be an ideal of n simple points in general position. If 5 ≤ n ≤ 511 then
Proof. Take s satisfying s 3 < n ≤ s + 1 3 (observe that s ≤ 15), we want to show that γ(n) ≥ (s + 1)r − 2 3r − 2 for all r ≥ 3. Since γ(n) is increasing (with respect to n) and the right hand side is decreasing (with respect to r) it is enough to show that γ s 3 + 1 ≥ 3s + 1 7 .
We will consider the following cases:
• s = 14 and s = 15. Since 2 ) ≥ 4γ (5) by Proposition 11. Now we use Proposition 10 to obtain
All other cases will be treated similarly, with some changes for s ≤ 6. • s = 13.
• s = 12.
γ(221) ≥ γ(168) ≥ 2γ(21) ≥ 16 3 ≥ 37 7 = 3s + 1 7 .
• s = 11.
γ(166) ≥ γ(136) ≥ 2γ(17) ≥ 10 2 ≥ 34 7 = 3s + 1 7 .
• s = 10.
• s = 9.
γ(84) ≥ γ(64) ≥ 4γ(1) ≥ 4 ≥ 28 7 = 3s + 1 7 .
• s = 8.
γ(57) ≥ γ(56) ≥ 2γ(7) ≥ 56 15 ≥ 25 7 = 3s + 1 7 .
• s = 7.
• s = 6. Assume n ≥ 24, then
For n ≥ 21 we have
3r − 2 for r ≥ 4. For r = 3, by Proposition 13 it is enough to show that (7) is satisfied, ie.
By Proposition 9 it is enough to show that I(14, 14, 7 ×5 ) 18 = 0. This can be done by Cremona operations.
• s = 5. Assume n ≥ 14, then γ(n) ≥ γ(14) ≥ 7 3 ≥ 16 7 = 3s + 1 7 .
For n = 12 and n = 13 we have γ(n) ≥ γ(12) ≥ 107 39 ≥ 22 10 ≥ 6r − 2 3r − 2 for r ≥ 4. It remains to show the case r = 3, ie. that α(I(7 ×12 )) ≥ 16, but we will complete this together with the case n = 11. For n = 11 we want to show that α(I(3r − 2) ×11 )) ≥ 6r − 2.
By Proposition 9 it is enough to show that I(4r − 2, (3r − 2) ×7 ) 6r−3 = 0. Consider the following Cremona operations:
For r ≥ 5 we have 29 − 4r < 10 and the we are done. We are left with two cases to show:
α(I(7 ×11 )) ≥ 16, α(I(10 ×11 )) ≥ 22.
The above cases will be completed in Lemma 18.
• s = 4. For n ≥ 7 we have γ(n) ≥ γ(7) ≥ 28 15 ≥ 18 10 = (s + 1)4 − 2 3 · 4 − 2 .
Hence for r ≥ 4 we are done, for r = 3 we must show that α(I(7 ×n )) ≥ 13. This is easy with Cremona operations. For n = 5 and n = 6 we will use [DV-La 07]. Consider I((3r − 2) ×5 ) 5r−3 . By Cremona operation we get I(r ×4 , 3r − 2) 3r−1 .
Observe that there is no Cremona operation on multiplicities r ×4 , 3r − 2 and degree 3r − 1 which gives lower degree. Thus by [DV-La 07, Theorem 5.3] there is no element in I(r ×4 , 3r − 2) 3r−1 if and only if 3r + 2 3 − 4 r + 2 3 − 3r 3 − 1 < 0, which is easy to compute. Hence α(I((3r − 2) ×n )) ≥ 5r − 2 which completes the proof. By this inequality and Proposition 13 it is enough to show that α(I(4 ×n )) ≥ 2 3 √ 6n + 2.2.
Take the least t satisfying t + 3 3 ≥ 20n.
